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you smoking?! I’d like to know
why you’re so excited about Obama

becoming President. It’s just that
you make it very difficult to be
excited for him to win, and now

I’m done with you. I’m sure you’ll
say something like this next: “but

there’s no new scandals yet!” Well,
show some respect! Some of those
killed by this maniac were already
dead! Edmonton, you should be
proud that your Mayor is brave
enough to help put this country
back on track. I also think it’s

awesome that you can afford to
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live in a city with a progressive and
progressive minded person in

charge. I’m sure you’re so proud
that you’re getting your healthcare
for the first time in so long! Well,

I’m sure I’m not alone in saying that
it’s way past time to get that plan

right! And if you’re not lucky
enough to have access to the

system, you’ve probably heard the
horror stories. So I hope you’re

proud of yourself. Keep on
building your mosques and keep on
marrying your cousins. That’s how
your “culture” has earned itself the
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right to be here.Exclusive: Oracle
Chairman Explains Why It Accepts

IBM's $1B Layoff Offer - WSJ
November 19th, 2009 NEW

YORK (The Wall Street Journal)-
Oracle Corp. is accepting IBM’s $1

billion buy 3e33713323
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